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August 25, 2017 
 
 
Chair Joan Hartmann 
Board of Supervisors 
County of Santa Barbara 
123 East Anapamu Street 
Santa Barbara, CA 93101 
 
 

Re: Rancho La Laguna Appeal - DENY 
 
 
Dear Chair Hartmann and Honorable Supervisors: 
 

This comment letter regarding the Rancho La Laguna Project (“Project”) is submitted by 
the Environmental Defense Center (“EDC”) on behalf of the Santa Barbara County Action 
Network (“SBCAN”).  SBCAN is a countywide grassroots organization that works to promote 
social and economic justice, to preserve our environmental and agricultural resources, and to 
create sustainable communities. EDC is a public interest law firm that protects and enhances the 
environment through education, advocacy and legal action. 

 
SBCAN urges the Board to deny the applicants’ appeal and uphold the Planning 

Commission’s denial of the proposed Rancho La Laguna subdivision. As set forth in the 
Commission’s Findings for Denial, the Project would threaten the agricultural future of this 
4,000-acre Ranch and set a precedent that will likely lead to other rural subdivisions in the Santa 
Ynez Valley and throughout the County. The owners of the Ranch intentionally withdrew the 
Ranch from the Williamson Act in anticipation of this subdivision, and they now seek to divide 
the single agricultural property into thirteen parcels that will exist under separate ownership. As 
noted in the Final EIR, the subdivision would eliminate the existing combined farming and 
ranching, and could lead to permanent “fallowing,” which would undermine the agricultural 
viability and intended use of the Ranch per its land use designation as Agricultural Commercial 
(“AC”).  

 
In 1995, the County denied a similar subdivision, Mission Oaks, because the County 

found that the project would not only be inconsistent with the Williamson Act, but also because 
the subdivision would violate the County’s Agricultural Element and would be growth-inducing. 
This Project is similarly inconsistent with the County’s Agricultural Element, and will induce 
growth by setting a precedent for further subdivisions. Moreover, the proposed Project affirms 
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the County’s concerns expressed twenty years ago that allowing agricultural subdivisions would 
undermine the Williamson Act program. Clearly, the nonrenewal of the contract for this property 
occurred to support this application. 

 
Contrary to the assertions submitted by the appellants, the Project would unravel decades 

of protection for the agricultural operations on the Ranch. There is no guarantee that any of the 
future parcels will be protected with a new Williamson Act contract. In addition, the appellants 
refused to accept a condition that would have provided for combined ranching and farming.  

 
The appeal must be denied because the Project is inconsistent with the AC land use 

designation for the property and with numerous Comprehensive Plan policies protecting 
agricultural and natural resources. 

 
In addition to the serious problems with the proposed Project, the Final EIR cannot be 

certified because there remain deficiencies related to the Project Description, Environmental 
Setting, and analysis of Impacts and Alternatives. The Final EIR also fails to adequately evaluate 
and disclose the Project’s inconsistencies with the County’s Comprehensive Plan. Because of 
these inconsistencies with the Land Use, Agricultural, and Conservation Elements, the appeal 
must be denied. 

 
I. The Final EIR Cannot Be Certified. 
 
 The Final EIR cannot be certified because the Project Description is incomplete; the 
Environmental Setting is based on outdated and incomplete information; the Impact Analysis 
omits critical information and fails to adequately disclose impacts related to Agricultural 
Resources, Land Use, and Biological Resources; and the Alternatives are unduly constrained. 
Please see the attached letter to the Planning Commission, dated January 23, 2017, which sets 
forth in detail the deficiencies in the EIR. 
 
II. The Project Must Be Denied Because It Is Inconsistent With The County’s 

Comprehensive Plan Land Use, Agricultural, And Biological Resource Protection 
Policies. 
 

 The Project must be denied because it is inconsistent with the County’s Comprehensive 
Plan. (Government Code §§ 66473.5, 66474; Neighborhood Action Group v. County of 
Calaveras, 156 Cal.App.3d 1176, 1187 (1984); City of Carmel-by-the-Sea v. Board of 
Supervisors, 137 Cal.App.3d 964, 997 (1982).) As noted in the Planning Commission Findings, 
the Project is inconsistent with several policies in the County’s Agricultural Element. 
Additionally, as explained herein, the Project is inconsistent with the County’s Land Use and 
Conservation Elements. 

 
A. The Project is inconsistent with the County’s Land Use and Agricultural 

Element policies promoting agriculture. 
 

At present, Rancho La Laguna is truly an agricultural operation.  What the appellant 
proposes will take this agricultural operation with a few agricultural buildings and a small 
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amount of residential use (one house and a cabin) on it and turn it into a residential subdivision 
of significant size in this extremely rural corner of the County.  This proposed change is 
inconsistent with agricultural protections set forth in the County’s Land Use and Agricultural 
Elements. 

 
1. The Land Use Element Requires Protection of Rural Agriculture. 

 
The Land Use Element states that “In the rural areas, cultivated agriculture shall be 

preserved and, where conditions allow, expansion and intensification should be supported. Lands 
with both prime and non-prime soils shall be reserved for agricultural uses.”1 The Project would 
violate this policy by reducing the size of the parcels, eliminating the capacity for combined 
farming (Final EIR at 4.2-21), creating conflicts between residential and agricultural uses (Final 
EIR at 4.2-30), and decreasing the likelihood that the Ranch will be reserved for agricultural 
uses. The Final EIR admits that fallowing may result from the subdivision, but fails to analyze 
the resulting inconsistency with the Land Use Element. (See, for example, Final EIR at 4-2-30, 
9-370, and 6-4.) 

 
In addition, the land use designation for Rancho La Laguna is AC, requiring that the 

Ranch is to be used for “commercially farmed” purposes.2 To ensure consistency with this land 
use designation, the Ranch must be (1) subject to a Williamson Act Contract, or (2) otherwise 
eligible for Williamson Act Contract. As noted above, the appellants nonrenewed the Williamson 
Act Contract for the Ranch so it no longer qualifies for the first criteria.3 Even though the 
appellants propose to place five of the thirteen new parcels in contract, most of the parcels, 
including Lot 6 – which contains critical grazing infrastructure – and Lot 4 – an important water 
source - will not be placed in contract. In addition, there is no guarantee that the proposed five 
contracts will be approved. For one, the size of the development envelopes proposed for these 
lots exceeds that allowed under the County’s Uniform Rules and thus renders them ineligible for 
contract. Notably, the Planning Commission proposed Findings for approval state that “Future 
development located within the RDE’s on all lots would be limited to a maximum area of 5 
acres.” (Revisions to Findings and Conditions of Approval, April 26, 2017, at page D-5, 
emphasis added.) This allowance violates the requirement set forth in the Uniform Rules, which 
state that for parcels greater than or equal to 100 acres in size, a single principal “dwelling and 
all accessory structures (including Residential Agricultural Units), landscaping, and non-
agricultural roads serving the dwelling shall occupy no more than two acres or three percent of 
the parcel, whichever is smaller.” (Uniform Rules, Section 1-4.1(C)(3), emphasis added.) 
Accordingly, these parcels will not qualify for Williamson Act contracts. 

 

                                                            
1 Land Use Element at page 67. 
2 Santa Barbara County Comprehensive Plan Land Use Element, p. 136. 
3 Although the appellants’ attorney has testified on multiple occasions that appellants did not nonrenew the 
Williamson Act contract for the Ranch, the evidence in this case indicates otherwise. The Notice of Nonrenewal 
confirms that the request was submitted by Rancho La Laguna and Rancho San Juan on December 31, 2006. (See 
attached Notice of Nonrenewal of Land Conservation Contract; see also Board of Supervisors Agenda Letter dated 
November 21, 2006, which states that the request was submitted by Mark Manion for Rancho La Laguna and 
Rancho San Juan.)  
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 Clearly, the Board cannot find that the subdivision complies with the Land Use Element 
policies and AC land use designation.  
 

2. The Project is Inconsistent with Numerous Agricultural Element Policies. 
 

As noted in the Planning Commission Findings, the Project is inconsistent with 
Agricultural Element Goal I, Policy I.A, Goal II, Policy II.D, Goal III, and Policy III.A.  

 
In addition, the Project is inconsistent with Agricultural Element Policy I.D, which 

encourages agricultural preserves; Policy I.G, which encourages sustainable agricultural 
practices on agriculturally designated land in order to preserve the long-term health and viability 
of the soil; and Policies II.B, which further discourage activities that result in land use conflicts 
with agricultural operations. 

 
 Agricultural Element Policy I.D. 

 
 This policy provides that “[t]he use of the Williamson Act (Agricultural Preserve 
Program) shall be strongly encouraged and supported.  The County shall also explore and 
support other agricultural land protection programs.” As noted above, this Project is directly tied 
to the nonrenewal of thirteen Williamson Act contracts and could encourage other ranchers to 
take similar action. Therefore, the Project is inconsistent with this policy. Even if the Project 
contemplates re-enrollment for five parcels, our comments herein note the speculative nature of 
this proposal and the fact that the new parcels may not be viable or used for continued 
agricultural purposes.  
 

 Agriculture Element Policy I.G. 
 
 This policy states that “[s]ustainable agricultural practices on agriculturally designated 
land should be encouraged in order to preserve the long-term health and viability of the soil.” 
The Project would not preserve the long-term health and viability of soils destroyed for 
development of residences and infrastructure.   

 
With no Agricultural Conservation Easement and nonrenewal of the Williamson Act 

contract, future agriculture on the site would be significantly diminished.  The Final EIR finds 
that if a future lot owner(s) were to “discontinue agricultural use,” that would be tantamount to 
“fallowing” that lot(s), and because fallowing land is a common agricultural practice, 
discontinuance of agriculture on a lot(s) would not be considered a non-agricultural use. (Final 
EIR at 4.2-23) The concern, however, is that we are not talking about fallowing as a temporary 
agricultural activity, but rather discontinuing agriculture as a permanent change in land use. As 
noted in the Final EIR, “[f]uture property owners could potentially choose to discontinue 
agriculture use on their property altogether.” (Id.) Discontinuing agricultural use is clearly 
inconsistent with County policy. 
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 Agricultural Element Policy II.B 
 
 Goal II and related policies are intended to protect agriculture from urban conflicts. As 
discussed above, introducing more residences, domestic animals, and other related uses will 
create conflicts with continued agriculture, whether it be grazing or farming. Contrary to 
appellants’ assertions, the concern is not that urban influences from the outside will affect 
agricultural viability, but rather that urban influences within the subdivision will undermine 
continued agricultural operations. Without the Williamson Act contract and combined farming, 
there is no requirement that new owners will continue agricultural operations on their new lots, 
especially if they face such conflicts. 

 
The County denied the Mission Oaks Ranch Subdivision based on inconsistency with 

Agricultural Element Goal II and Policy II.B, because the Mission Oaks project would include 
“urban” development on rural agricultural lands.4  The County found that: 

 
“The language of the policy does not limit its application to urban influences from 
Urban Areas.  In fact, because most of the County’s agricultural land occurs 
within Rural Areas, such an assumption would essentially limit application of this 
policy to 1) direct effects on Rural Area agricultural lands where they are 
immediately adjacent to Urban Areas, 2) indirect effects of Urban Areas on 
distant agricultural lands in the Rural Area, or 3) the small number of agricultural 
parcels located within the Urban Area.”5   
 
Similarly, in this case, residential development on the resulting thirteen parcels will 

substantially increase urban conflicts throughout the Ranch. The Project will introduce land uses 
which may undermine the integrity of the existing agricultural operation.  For instance, roaming 
dogs belonging to future lot owners may cause cattle to run or stampede, or may attack calves.  
Fences and roads may impair livestock movement.  Despite Mitigation Measures B-2(b) and B-
2(c) (Final EIR at 4.4-77 -78), which will be difficult if not impossible to enforce, non-native 
pest plants introduced by RDE landscaping can escape into grazing lands, interfering with their 
ability to support cattle.  Residents may plant landscaping which could include invasive species 
(e.g., pampas grass, invasive erosion control seed mixes, invasive wildflower seed mixes), or 
may unintentionally import invasive plants or pest insects (e.g., in potted plants purchased at 
nurseries and driven to the future RDEs) which could adversely affect the quality of forage for 
cattle, or could become pests on croplands.  

 
The County’s Ag Buffer Ordinance does not apply on this site (Final EIR at 4.2-14), so 

conflicts between agriculture and residential uses, such as noises, dust, and odors, may become 
nuisances and impair agriculture.  The RDEs are located immediately adjacent to active grazing 
and crop lands. RDEs 3, 5, 6 and 7 are located immediately adjacent to areas of cultivation.  
RDE 5 is located on the western property line and so it also poses these impacts and other land 
use conflicts with offsite agricultural operations. 

                                                            
4 Santa Barbara County Board of Supervisors Findings re Mission Oaks Ranch, TM 14,315 (May 23, 1995), 
attached hereto. Page 8. 
5 Id. 
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Other examples exist, such as the Varian Ranch APD in San Luis Obispo County, where 

owners that were not agriculturalists came into an area and were not only – on average – 
unsuccessful with agriculture, but also raised issues for the tenant rancher, Jack Varian, because 
the new residential uses conflicted with ranching operations.  

 
These concerns were raised by agriculturalists regarding the similar Mission Oaks Ranch 

project which was denied due to conflicts with the Agricultural Element.  Specific concerns 
pertained to the effects of scattered homes and fences interfering with movement of cattle, 
trespass, poaching, wildfires, and damage to fencing.6 

 
 Finally, like the Mission Oaks Ranch project, the Project may also induce growth on 
nearby ranches by improving and/or extending roads which approach property lines and which 
could be extended further to serve residential development on adjacent ranches to the north or 
west. The access road and RDE for Lot 5 would intersect the western property line abutting an 
adjacent agricultural operation, and could remove an obstacle to growth and be utilized to foster 
estate/ranchette development on the adjacent property.  The Project may eliminate impediments 
to development on nearby agricultural properties through extension and improvement of roads. 
These significant concerns may interfere with future agriculture in conflict with Policy I.A, and 
were significant concerns with the Mission Oaks Ranch subdivision which was denied due to 
conflicts with agriculture.7   
 

Subdividing agricultural land into smaller parcels also increases the price of raw land.  
This increase makes it infeasible, or less feasible and/or unprofitable, for ranchers and farmers to 
buy or lease land for agricultural use. The greater the economic value of land, the less likely it is 
for a farmer or a rancher to be able to buy or lease it and make a profit from agriculture.  For 
example, there are currently six active listings of agricultural land currently on the market in the 
Santa Ynez Valley.  Listing prices on these lands range from $4 million to $7.5 million (103 - 
247 acres). Adding homes to these parcels will drive their value up even further.  While the 
Rancho La Laguna lots are more remote, subdividing this Ranch will clearly set a trend in the 
same direction.  Furthermore, when parcel values increase in an area, it has the effect of driving 
up nearby parcel values as well.  

 
Finally, once these trophy homes are built, their value as residential estates will 

skyrocket.  This is a critical issue that must be considered when reviewing the cumulative 
impacts of this subdivision.  There are no less than eighteen parcels in close proximity to this 
property (totaling at least 17,423 acres), at least ten of which would be eligible to apply for a 
similar subdivision.  Approval of this subdivision will likely encourage at least some, if not 
many, of these landowners to attempt to subdivide their land for a similar use in order to obtain 
financial benefits from their property investments, a process which will drive up land values in 
the Project vicinity making agriculture in the region less viable.  Appellants assert that 
Proposition 13 will protect against substantial increases in property values, but such assertion 

                                                            
6 Id. 
7 Id. Page 7. 
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ignores the fact that when the parcels are sold, the property tax rates will adjust to current market 
value. 

 
In sum, the Project violates the County’s Land Use and Agricultural Element policies that 

mandate protection of the continued, commercial agricultural viability of Rancho La Laguna. 
Accordingly, the appeal must be denied and the Planning Commission’s denial must be upheld. 

 
B. The Project is inconsistent with Comprehensive Plan policies that protect 

native grasslands, streams, oak trees, and oak woodland habitat. 
 
The proposed Project is located within an incredibly unique ecological region, and abuts 

the Los Padres National Forest. The Project would impact the Ranch’s natural resources, native 
grasslands, streams, and oak woodlands, in violation of the County’s Land Use and Conservation 
Elements. 

 
1. The Project is Inconsistent with the Land Use Element’s Hillside and 

Watershed Protection Policies 1 and 2. 
 

 Hillside and Watershed Protection Policy 1 provides that “Plans for development shall 
minimize cut and fill operations. Plans requiring excessive cutting and filling may be denied if it 
is determined that the development could be carried out with less alteration of the natural 
terrain.” Hillside and Watershed Protection Policy 2 states that “All developments shall be 
designed to fit the site topography, soils, geology, hydrology, and any other existing conditions 
and be oriented so that grading and other site preparation is kept to an absolute minimum. 
Natural features, landforms, and native vegetation, such as trees, shall be preserved to the 
maximum extent feasible. Areas of the site which are not suited to development because of 
known soil, geologic, flood, erosion or other hazards shall remain in open space.”  

 
The Project would require grading of 10,997 cubic yards for the water infrastructure 

alone. (Final EIR at 2-14) In addition, “[a]n estimated 23,023 cubic yards of grading would be 
required for access roads, including for retaining walls up to 12 feet in height along the private 
driveway for proposed Lot 10.” (Final EIR at 4.7-19) This is a substantial amount of grading in 
an area largely covered by high landslide hazards, and therefore the Project is inconsistent with 
Policies 1 and 2. 

 
The Project is not designed to fit the site topography, soils, and geology because it 

includes numerous lots accessed by roads which may exceed 15% slope (Final EIR at 9-65) and 
which include retaining walls of up to 12 feet; several lots and access roads are proposed high up 
in the steep San Rafael Mountains which reach 2,529 feet above sea level on the Project site. 
(Final EIR at 4.7-1) Additionally, the majority of the site has a high potential for landslides, and 
“the entire project site, except for the valley floor of Foxen Canyon, has a high potential for 
landslides.” (Final EIR at 4.7-18) Analysis of Impact G-4 regarding landslides finds that the 
RDEs would not be located over areas with a high potential for landslides (id.); however, the 
analysis fails to consider landslide impacts related to the approximately ten miles of access roads 
on the site.  The access roads would cross soil types with moderate to severe erosion potential. 
(Final EIR Figure 4.7-1 at 4.7-5 and Final EIR Figure 4.4-1 at 4.4-3)  
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The Project could also remove 17.6 acres of oak woodland (Final EIR at 4.4-74). Such 

extensive removal of oak trees and oak woodlands clearly violates Policy 2 which requires that, 
“Natural features, landforms, and native vegetation, such as trees, shall be preserved to the 
maximum extent feasible.” 

 
2. The Project is Inconsistent with the Conservation Element’s Policies 

Protecting Native Grasslands, Steams, and Oak Trees and Woodland 
Habitat. 

 
 Conservation Element – Native Grasslands 

 
The Conservation Element provides that “Because of the rarity of native grasses, areas 

where they occur should be preserved. It is recommended that these areas should be subjected 
only to carefully regulated scientific study.”8 The Project would result in the destruction of 
native grasslands for purposes other than scientific study, including up to 1.2 acres in RDEs and 
potentially more acreage along the road corridor. (Final EIR at 4.4-74; see also Final EIR at 9-
360) As noted in the attached letter to the Planning Commission, the Final EIR likely understates 
the extent of native grasslands - and thus potential impacts and policy inconsistencies - by 
adopting an unduly limited definition of grasslands. 

 
 Conservation Element – Streams 

 
 The Conservation Element recommends a 100-foot creek buffer to minimize the impacts 
of new development on streams: “We estimate that as little as 100 feet on either side of a stream 
could provide a good deal of protection to the stream, although this width would have to be 
increased where the slope of the land is significant.”9  The Project includes approximately 
fourteen road crossings of drainages and streams.10 (Final EIR Figure 4.4-3 at 4.4-19)  In 
addition, access roads follow onsite streams and drainages for approximately two miles, 
primarily with buffers apparently less than 100 feet. (Final EIR at 4.4-19) While some of the 
access roads would be along existing unimproved roads, the Project proposes to improve and 
pave roads and creek crossings. (Final EIR at 2-9) The development of improved access roads 
will not accommodate the Conservation Element’s 100-foot creek buffer, and the Project is 
therefore inconsistent with the County Comprehensive Plan’s Conservation Element.   

 
 Conservation Element - Oak Tree Protection in the Inland Rural Areas of Santa 

Barbara County 
 

 Oak Tree Protection Policy 1 provides that “Native oak trees, native oak woodlands and 
native oak savannas shall be protected to the maximum extent feasible in the County’s rural 
and/or agricultural lands. Regeneration of oak trees shall be encouraged. Because of the limited 
range and increasing scarcity of valley oak trees, valley oak woodlands and valley oak savanna, 

                                                            
8 Conservation Element at page 130. 
9 Conservation Element at page 141. 
10 The EIR identifies 8 creek crossings but Figure 4.4-3 appears to show 14. 
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special priority shall be given to their protection and regeneration.” The Project is inconsistent 
with this policy because it will eliminate up to 9.7 acres of rare valley oak woodland, and up to 
7.9 acres of coast live oak woodland, including an undisclosed number of the 537 oak trees on 
the Project site. (Final EIR at 4.4-74; see also 4.4-83)  

 
 Accordingly, the Project violates Comprehensive Plan policies intended to protect oak 
trees, streams, landforms and native grasslands.  

 
Conclusion 

The Project must be denied because the Final EIR cannot be certified and because the 
Project is inconsistent with the County’s Comprehensive Plan. The property’s AC land use 
designation is intended to provide the greatest possible protection for agriculture. The 
nonrenewal of the Williamson Act contract and appellants’ refusal to allow combined farming 
threaten the future commercial agricultural use of the property. The significant impacts to 
agriculture and biological resources would permanently alter the unique characteristics of this 
important Ranch and threaten the viability of not only Rancho La Laguna, but also surrounding 
farms and ranches. The Project would establish a precedent that undermines the scenic rural 
character and agricultural viability of the Santa Ynez Valley. Therefore, the appeal must be 
denied. 

 
Thank you for your attention to these comments.  
 
    Sincerely, 

   
    Linda Krop, 

  Chief Counsel 

   
  Brian Trautwein, 
  Environmental Analyst / Watershed Program Coordinator 

 
cc: SBCAN 
 
Attachments: 
 

A - EDC letter to Santa Barbara County Planning Commission, January 23, 2017 
 
B - Nonrenewal of Land Conservation Contract, December 12, 2006 
 
C - Board of Supervisors Agenda Letter, November 21, 2006 
 
D – Excerpts from Santa Barbara County Board of Supervisors Findings re Mission Oaks 
Ranch, TM 14,315, May 23, 1995 
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January 23, 2017 
 
 
Planning Commission 
County of Santa Barbara 
123 East Anapamu Street 
Santa Barbara, CA 93101 
 
 

Re: Rancho La Laguna Final Environmental Impact Report Certification and 
Project - DENY 

 
 
Dear Honorable Planning Commissioners: 
 

This comment letter regarding the Rancho La Laguna Project (“Project”) and proposed 
Final Environmental Impact Report (“EIR”) is submitted by the Environmental Defense Center 
(“EDC”) on behalf of the Santa Ynez Valley Alliance (“Alliance”).  The Alliance exists to 
protect the rural character of the Santa Ynez Valley and to support good stewardship of natural 
and agricultural resources through education, comprehensive planning, and public participation.  
EDC protects and enhances the environment through education, advocacy and legal action. 

 
The Alliance urges the Commission to deny the proposed Rancho La Laguna subdivision 

because it would threaten the agricultural future of this 4,000 acre Ranch and set a precedent that 
will likely lead to other rural subdivisions in the Santa Ynez Valley and throughout the County. 
The owners of the Ranch intentionally withdrew the Ranch from the Williamson Act in 
anticipation of this subdivision, and they now seek to divide the single agricultural property into 
thirteen parcels that will exist under separate ownership. As noted in the Final EIR, the 
subdivision would eliminate the existing combined farming and ranching, and could lead to 
“fallowing,” which would undermine the agricultural viability of the Ranch.  

 
In 1995 the County denied a similar subdivision, Mission Oaks, because the County 

found that the project would not only be inconsistent with the Williamson Act, but also because 
the subdivision would violate the County’s Agricultural Element and would be growth-inducing. 
This Project is similarly inconsistent with the County’s Agricultural Element, and will induce 
growth through by setting a precedent for further subdivisions. Moreover, the proposed Project 
affirms the County’s concerns expressed twenty years ago that allowing agricultural subdivisions 
would undermine the Williamson Act program. Clearly, the nonrenewal of the contract for this 
property occurred to support this application. 
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In addition to the serious problems with the proposed Project, the Final EIR cannot be 

certified because there remain deficiencies in the Project Description, Environmental Setting, 
Impacts, and Alternatives analyses. The Final EIR also fails to adequately evaluate and disclose 
the Project’s inconsistencies with the County’s Comprehensive Plan. Because of these 
inconsistencies, especially with the Land Use, Agricultural and Conservation Elements, the 
Project must be denied. 

 
Due to the short timeframe afforded the public to review the Final EIR, Staff Report, 

Findings and Conditions, we respectfully request that this matter be continued to allow more 
meaningful review. EDC and our client have not had the opportunity to thoroughly assess the 
potential impacts and policy inconsistencies posed by this proposal. 

 
I. The Final EIR Cannot be Certified. 
 
 The Final EIR cannot be certified because the Project Description is incomplete, the 
Environmental Setting is based on outdated and incomplete information, the Impact Analysis 
omits critical information and fails to disclose certain significant impacts, and the Alternatives 
are unduly constrained. 
 

A. The Project Description is Incomplete and Fails to Allow for Sufficient 
Environmental Review. 

 
 As noted in our comments on the Draft EIR, the Project Description is inadequate 
because: (1) it does not set forth the locations of the main houses or guest houses within the 
residential development envelopes (“RDEs”); (2) the access road and infrastructure plans have 
not been finalized; and (3) the locations of the employee dwellings outside the RDEs are not 
known or disclosed.  As a result, the level of impacts to biological and agricultural resources 
cannot be determined. The Final EIR, including the Responses to Comments, admits that these 
Project elements are missing. (Final EIR at 9-343)  This omission violates the requirement under 
CEQA that a Project Description must be detailed enough to facilitate analysis of project 
impacts, and must be finite and stable.1   
 

With regard to biological impacts, the Final EIR finds that because the Project 
Description lacks this basic information, “the quantity of impacts to these sensitive communities 
is not known.” (Final EIR at 4.4-74)  Similarly, the Final EIR finds that the Project Description is 
not well formed enough to determine the number of oak trees to be removed. (Final EIR at 4.4-
83)  In addition, “Impacts to potential aquatic habitat from drainage crossings cannot be 
quantified at this time due to the lack of final design plans for road construction.” (Final EIR at 
4.4-53)  With the Project Description incomplete and subject to change (e.g., development of 
final designs for road construction, access route alignment, and water tank and employee 
dwelling locations), the Final EIR cannot accurately disclose the extent of impacts such as 
impacts to sensitive biological communities and oak trees.   

 

                                                            
1 CEQA Guidelines section 15124. 
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Similarly, the Project Description notes allowances by County Fire to permit 20% grades 
on roads under “extenuating circumstances” (Final EIR at 2-13), but the Final EIR does not 
specifically call out whether/where such roads would occur, noting only that any changes to the 
alignment of the roads alignments would be subject to approval by County Fire and Planning and 
Development. (Final EIR at 9-344) Roads need to be defined to fully evaluate (1) impacts on 
agricultural activities, e.g., whether the roads would sever agricultural operations, as well as (2) 
consistency with Hillside and Watershed Protection Policies which require grading to be kept to 
an absolute minimum, and 3) consistency with Land Use Development Policy (“LUDP”) #2 
which states that maximum densities may be reduced if such reduction is warranted to address 
site-specific conditions related to topography, geologic or flood hazards, habitat areas, or steep 
slopes. Therefore, the Final EIR’s Project Description is deficient pursuant to CEQA and must be 
revised to provide adequate detail to enable impact analysis. 
 

B. The Environmental Setting is Based on Outdated and Incomplete 
Information. 

 
CEQA Guidelines Section 15125(a) requires that an “EIR must include a description of 

the physical environmental conditions in the vicinity of the project, as they exist at the time the 
notice of preparation is published, or if no notice of preparation is published, at the time 
environmental review is commenced.”  

 
The baseline surveys in the Final EIR were not completed in a timely manner. Most of 

the reports relied upon in the EIR are outdated. As noted in our comments on the Draft EIR, the 
County requires that biological surveys be completed “as part of an EIR.”2 The Final EIR states 
that spring botanical surveys were conducted by Padre on May 9 and May 16, 2016, and cites to 
Appendix D. (Final EIR at 9-345) However, we find no references to Padre’s May 2016 
botanical surveys in Final EIR Appendix D.3  Other than the 2014 Least Bell’s Vireo Habitat 
Assessment and two 2015 site visits by Rincon biologists, who conducted only a reconnaissance-
level survey (Final EIR at 4.4-48; see also Final EIR at 9-345), surveys were completed long 
before an EIR was prepared for the Project.  The Final EIR notes that special-status plant surveys 
were conducted by Padre six years ago. (Final EIR at 4.4-48) The Final EIR even notes that “[i]n 
the intervening time, conditions on the project site may have changed, and the areas occupied by 
special-status species altered.” (Final EIR at 4.4-48)  Moreover, reconnaissance-level biological 
surveys typically involve only pedestrian (i.e., walking) surveys and exclude (1) protocol-level 
surveys for special-status species, and (2) quantitative analyses (e.g., native grasslands relative 
percent cover measurement and calculations required to determine the extent of native grasslands 
onsite and along access roads).  The Final EIR notes that the “DEIR includes prescriptive 
mitigation measures for conducting appropriate surveys to ensure that all identified impacts to 
biological resources would be reduced to less than significant levels.” (Final EIR at 9-345) 
Additionally, the FEIR refers to a “requirement for subsequent impact analysis” (id.), however 
impact analysis and disclosure must occur during EIR preparation and not following potential 

                                                            
2 County Thresholds and Guidelines Manual at A-5, attached hereto. 
3 The Final EIR’s reference to new botanical surveys conducted by Padre in May 9 and 16, 2016 (see e.g., FEIR at 
9-345) appears to be a typographical error; the FEIR at 9-346 refers to “surveys conducted by Padre” on “May 9 and 
May 16, 2007.” (Emphasis added.) 
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Project approval. Focused surveys are needed up front to inform a Draft EIR’s environmental 
baseline and impact identification; deferring appropriate surveys until after Project approval 
eliminates public review of the survey methods and results, and of any impacts identified as a 
result of the surveys.  Reconnaissance level biological surveys are inadequate to systematically 
identify all special-status species, and to determine the extent of native grasslands pursuant to 
Santa Barbara County’s CEQA Thresholds and Guidelines Manual.  

 
 The Final EIR notes that, “[c]onducting protocol level surveys, such as rare plant surveys 
conducted during bloom periods, during preparation of the Draft EIR is not a requirement to 
analyze impacts to biological resources.” (Final EIR at 9-346) However, the County’s Guidelines 
for preparing EIRs and conducting biological surveys also require that special-status plant 
surveys be conducted during times in which the plant species would be identifiable, i.e., bloom 
periods.  “Investigations should be conducted at the proper season and time of day when special 
status species are both evident and identifiable.  Field surveys should be scheduled to coincide 
with known flowering periods, and/or during periods of phenological development that are 
necessary to identify plants of concern, and during periods critical to the species such as nesting 
for birds or larval development for amphibians.”4  While the Final EIR notes that Rincon’s 
reconnaissance level surveys “were not intended to serve as full protocol level botanical 
surveys,”  “[f]ocused botanical surveys which encompass the bloom periods of special status 
plant species that may occur on-site were not conducted within and in the vicinity of the 
proposed access roads and infrastructure.” (Final EIR at 4.4-48; emphasis added)  As a result of 
the improperly timed botanical surveys, the Final EIR does not meet County standards for 
environmental review.  Moreover, deferring these surveys until after potential Project approval -
pursuant to Mitigation Measure B-1(a) (Final EIR page 4.4-49) - results in an inadequate 
biological baseline /environmental setting in the Final EIR.   
  
 The CEQA Guidelines also require that “Special emphasis should be placed on 
environmental resources that are rare or unique to that region and would be affected by the 
project.”5  The Final EIR notes that, “fifty special status plant species were identified as 
occurring within the vicinity of the project site.” (Final EIR at 4.4-27)  There are also thirty-four 
rare animal species “known from the vicinity of the project site.” (Final EIR at 4.4-30) Rare 
species may be affected by the Project. (Final EIR at 4.4-47)  Pursuant to the Guidelines, the 
Final EIR should have been informed by protocol-level surveys. The Final EIR says it is 
adequate because it assumes presence of special-status species in unknown locations on the 
Project site. (Final EIR at 9-346) However, it is only by conducting focused and protocol level 
surveys during Draft EIR preparation that the locations of such species can be ascertained in 
order to revise the Project as needed to avoid such species. This must occur during rather than 
after the public CEQA process.  Deferring these surveys until after potential Project approval 
eliminates the opportunity for the public to comment regarding the methods and results of those 
surveys as they relate to Project impacts and alternatives. 
 

Accordingly, the EIR must be informed by recent biological surveys conducted in 
accordance with the CEQA and the County’s CEQA Environmental Thresholds and Guidelines 

                                                            
4 County Thresholds and Guidelines Manual at A-7, attached hereto. 
5 CEQA Guidelines section 15125(c). 
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Manual Biological Survey Guidelines in order to adequately inform the public and decision-
makers. 
 

C. The Impact Analysis Fails to Disclose Potentially Significant Impacts. 
 

 The Final EIR fails to accurately analyze and disclose potentially significant impacts to 
agricultural and biological resources as well as land use impacts. 

 
 1. Agricultural Resources 

  
 The Project would subdivide a Ranch located in a substantially remote, rural area of the 
County that currently involves agricultural operations that cross the proposed new parcel lines. In 
response to our comments on the Draft EIR, the Final EIR was modified to acknowledge that 
combined farming would no longer be part of the Project. (Final EIR at 9-369)  The Final EIR 
also acknowledges that the Project may result in fallowing, but does not find this change to 
constitute a significant impact on the basis that fallowing is not the same as conversion. 
However, taking land that is designated, zoned and operated for agricultural purposes and 
changing ownership that results in fallowing does adversely impact the agricultural use of the 
property and should be considered a significant impact. 
 

As noted in our comments on the Draft EIR, the current grazing operation would be 
threatened by the proposed subdivision. Some or all of the new owners may not wish to 
participate in a combined grazing operation. As such, the grazing operation would have to avoid 
those lots owned by people who do not wish to be part of a combined grazing operation. This 
would entail keeping cattle off certain lots, and would affect the ability of the operation to move 
cattle from one grazing area to another where access roads cross lots on which agriculture is 
discontinued.  The Final EIR notes that “future property owners may elect to convert grazing 
areas to cropland” or convert cropland to “different crops,” or “discontinue agriculture.” (Final 
EIR at 4.2-23) In addition, Lot 6, which contains “the entire infrastructure for the existing cattle 
grazing operation,” is not proposed for Williamson Act protection. (Final EIR at 4.2-21, 18)  
Similarly, Lots 12 and 4 have the majority of water needed for the future agricultural activities 
on all 13 lots. (Final EIR at 4.2-19)   Lot 4, however, is not proposed for Williamson Act 
protection.  In addition, a shared water agreement and related infrastructure “are not yet in 
place.” (Final EIR at 4.2-20)  Absent a final shared water agreement, eleven of the lots may not 
have adequate water for agriculture.  If the future Lot 6 owner and/or the future Lot 4 and/or 12 
owner(s) were to discontinue agriculture, then this would seriously impact any remaining 
combined cattle grazing operation on the other lots, undermining agricultural viability 
throughout Rancho La Laguna.  

 
 The Final EIR analyzes agricultural viability by applying a weighted point system 
(“WPS”) based on various attributes and features of the project. The Alliance takes exception to 
the following assumptions and calculations: 
 

1. Parcel Size: The Final EIR was based on a point system initially based on the original 2-
acre RDEs, whereas the RDEs have been increased and range from 2.25 to over 15 acres.  
(Final EIR at 2-9) The Final EIR notes that when the net parcel acreages (minus the 
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RDEs) are considered, “the point assignment would not change.” (Final EIR at 4.2-19) 
The Final EIR states that this is because of the “relatively small size of each RDE 
compared to the overall lot sizes,” and because “none of the net acreages would fall 
below parcel size groupings (i.e. from above 100 acres to below 100 acres).” (Id.) 
However, setting aside that the parcel size groupings appear arbitrary, some of the lots’ 
acreages are reduced by up to 9%. For parcels in the 100-500 acre range, total points 
possible under “parcel size” are 11-12. (Final EIR Appendices at PDF page 181) Nine 
percent of 11 points is .99 points, and 9% of 12 points is 1.08 points. Given the percent 
reduction in usable farmland, the total points assigned should be reduced by one point for 
each lot wherein the RDEs have been significantly increased (i.e., Lots 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 
and 10). 
 
Regardless of parcel size, topography is also an important factor in agricultural viability. 
For instance, Lot 9 is severely constrained by steep slopes and dense vegetation.  While 
some existing cultivated land would be protected from the RDE, the lot as a whole is very 
constrained for agriculture due to steep slopes.  Although some land is mapped 
“existing,” there is no commitment to maintain the new lots in agriculture. It will be 
difficult to access and manage these lots separately when they appear to be 
topographically separated and fragmented.  Without a defined road system and other 
agricultural support facilities, as well as a confirmed management plan for agricultural 
use, and a water-sharing agreement, continued agricultural viability cannot be assured; 
this is especially true in light of the conversion to residential use. 

The Tract Map illustrates that residential use will not be accessory and subordinate to the 
principal use of AC agriculture, and that it would be difficult or impossible for 
agriculture to be sustained in this residential ranchette neighborhood. 

2. Water Availability: The analysis of water demand does not account for the impacts of 
guest houses, based on the statement that such demand is included in the analysis of 
water demand for the primary residences. It is not clear whether that water demand for 
the primary residences was increased to add water demand from the guest houses, or 
whether the assumption was that water demand from the guest houses would be minimal. 
This issue needs to be clarified. In addition, the Final EIR did not account for water 
demand for employee dwellings which the Final EIR says are not part of the Project, but 
which we believe are reasonably foreseeable.  Furthermore, the analysis fails to account 
for the effects of extended drought and climate change.  Finally, if Lots 12 and/or 4 were 
to discontinue agriculture, and/or if the water sharing agreement is not finalized, there 
may be insufficient water for agriculture.   
 

3. Comprehensive Plan Designation: Because certain lots may discontinue agriculture (Final 
EIR at 4.2-22), the maximum point assignment of 5 is not appropriate.  If each of the 
thirteen lots were to be entered into new Williamson Act contracts, thus ensuring 
continued agriculture for at least 10 years, or if they were placed under permanent 
Agricultural Conservation Easements, then an assignment of 5 points may be appropriate. 
However, as it stands, the Final EIR acknowledges the potential for fallowing; therefore, 
the points allocated to this category should be reduced. 
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4. Agricultural Suitability:  As noted in past comments on this Project, the Alliance 

continues to believe that the County's WPS within the Environmental Threshold and 
Guidelines Manual is, in many cases, subjective.  A better way to make this 
determination would be to consider a range for some of those categories that, in the end, 
reflect a "high" and "low" scenario.  To make a finding the agricultural viability exists at 
60, but not at 59, is far too simplistic for a project as complicated as this one. The 
subjective nature of the WPS is borne out by the fact that the points assigned to each 
proposed parcel have dropped over the course of the life of this Project, beginning with 
the Mitigated Negative Declaration released in 2010.  In the end, only two lots (Lots 4 
and 7) even come close to the agricultural viability score (74) of the Ranch as it currently 
exists.  This is a clear indication that the agricultural viability of the property is highest as 
it is currently configured.   
 
Additionally, the point system evaluation of agricultural viability does not account for the 
fact that lot owners may discontinue agriculture. (Id.)  There is no plan offered to ensure 
that agricultural use will be maintained and that the tract map ensures a design which 
encourages the retention of agriculture onsite. While the Final EIR claims “fallowing” 
agricultural land is a normal agricultural practice (Final EIR at 6-4), if this practice 
becomes permanent, it would eliminate agriculture from some or all lots.  This very 
realistic scenario exists because there is a distinct possibility that some or all of these lots 
would be purchased by wealthy persons interested in owning a large home in the Santa 
Ynez Valley, rather than by someone truly interested in agriculture.  The cost to buy one 
of these lots which could support a very large home is likely to be prohibitive if the goal 
is to make a living from the land.  Therefore, the likelihood that agriculture will continue 
on these lots will be dependent on the desire of the person or persons purchasing the lots.  
While some of them may wish to have their own personal vineyard as part of their 
"estate," it is less likely that they will have a cattle operation  or perhaps even row crops 
with their attendant agricultural operations which could be viewed as a nuisance, i.e. 
noise, dust from cultivation, etc. Even a personal vineyard does not meet the intent of the 
AC zoning designation and does not guaranteed long-term agricultural productivity.  
 
Furthermore, this possibility is exacerbated by the fact that the grazing infrastructure is 
located only on Lot 6, and the property's best wells are located on Lots 4 and 12. Loss of 
access to this infrastructure may have a profound effect on the viability and sustainability 
of these and other lots. As a result, the Final EIR should lower the points assigned for 
Lots 1-3, 5, and 7-13. 

 
 In addition, the analysis in the Final EIR is skewed due to an over-reliance on Williamson 
Act Protection. One of the key indicators of “real” agriculture in Santa Barbara County is the 
number of acres of agricultural lands in Williamson Act Contracts.  According to a report filed 
by the California Department of Conservation, between 2012 and 2013, landowners in the 
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County opted out of renewing Williamson Act Contracts on 8,193 acres of agricultural land.6  
This is an alarming trend which the current landowner became part of in 2005 when he filed for 
non-renewal.  
 
 The Williamson Act became law in order to provide an important tool for agriculturalists 
to keep their property in agriculture by basing property taxes on the agricultural value of the 
property, rather than its speculative value for residential development.  As a result, the fact that a 
property is not currently under Williamson Act protection says more about the intention of the 
landowner than it does about the property's agricultural value.  While the presence of Williamson 
Act protection shows that the owner is committed to keeping his/her land in agriculture, the 
absence of such protection does not mean that the land is less agriculturally valuable.  In its 
current configuration, the property is clearly a viable agricultural operation regardless of the fact 
that it is not covered by a Williamson Act contract (especially since the property was in a 
contract until December 2016).  To approve a project of this nature because it is no longer under 
Williamson Act would do much to ensure the myth that agriculture value is inextricably linked to 
this one factor and could encourage other property owners in the area to file for non-renewal in 
hopes of subdividing their properties. Both the Final EIR and the staff report fail to adequately 
discuss the precedent setting implications of approving this ill-advised subdivision.   
 
 That being said, the non-renewal of Rancho La Laguna as a precursor to this Project’s 
consideration by the Planning Commission proves up the threat to continued agricultural 
viability on the Ranch.  If the landowner intended for this property to remain in agricultural 
production after this subdivision was completed, then why was it necessary to file for non-
renewal? As stated in the Final EIR, “Non-renewal initiations are.....often filed in anticipation of 
converting farmland to other uses.” (Final EIR at 4.2-10)   
 
 Under the current scenario, only five of the thirteen lots are proposed for new Williamson 
Act Contracts, but the Final EIR includes no mitigation measures requiring new Williamson Act 
Contracts. (Final EIR 4.2-17 – 4.2-32) These five parcels are the largest, being proposed with the 
most grazing land and the least prime farmland.  Page 4 of the staff report states, "According to 
the applicant, this type of agricultural use (cultivated agriculture) does not offer the same 
benefits from the Agricultural Preserve Program as lots which are primarily used for grazing 
land."  There is no reasoning given in the report for this statement.  The Alliance takes exception 
to this statement, not only because no reason is given, but also because the applicant is not the 
expert on which lands are most suited for Williamson Act protection.  It is the position of the 
Alliance that all lands that qualify for the reduced taxes under Williamson Act protection are 
equally benefited by that protection.  
 
 Lot 6, which contains the grazing operation infrastructure, is not proposed for Williamson 
Act Contract application, nor are the smaller, but most agriculturally “prime” parcels, leaving 
them to be assessed at their highest and best use, which is likely to be residential estates, and not 
likely to be as farmland.  These smaller parcels, which are located closest to Foxen Canyon 

                                                            
6  Department of Conservation, The California Land Conservation Act 2014 Status Report at page 13 (March 2015) 
http://www.conservation.ca.gov/dlrp/lca/stats_reports/Documents/2014%20LCA%20Status%20Report_March_201
5.pdf 
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Road, are at the greatest risk of being purchased as second homes, and “fallowed,” likely being 
permanently converted from agriculture to residential use.  It is these owners, not the applicant 
nor the Planning Commission, who will decide whether or not to protect these properties under 
the Williamson Act.   

 
The act of subdividing Rancho La Laguna will affect the price and thus the viability of 

the resulting lots. Parcels in the 101-477 acre size range with potential for residential building 
envelopes within which an owner can construct reasonable residential development, including all 
residential accessory development, are likely to sell in the $2.4 to $12 million range.7 At this 
price, these properties may not be economically viable as farms, even if they possess the natural 
attributes to be so.  While the land may retain its agricultural zoning, it will have lost its 
agricultural heritage and, over time, this cumulative loss will negatively impact active agriculture 
in the Valley.8  

 
Furthermore, once these trophy homes are built, their value as residential estates will 

skyrocket.  This is a critical issue that must be considered when reviewing the cumulative 
impacts of this subdivision.  As submitted by the Alliance in its 2010 letter, there are no less than 
eighteen parcels in close proximity to this property (totaling at least 17,423 acres), at least ten of 
which would be eligible to apply for a similar subdivision.  Approval of this subdivision will 
likely encourage at least some, if not many, of these landowners to attempt to subdivide their 
land for a similar use in order to obtain financial benefits from their property investments, a 
process which will drive up land values in the Project vicinity making agriculture in the region 
less viable.  In fact, on page 4.2-31, the Final EIR states “Subdivision and/or fragmentation of 
contiguous agricultural areas could also result in cumulative impacts to the longer term viability 
of agricultural operations... by breaking up agricultural lands into individual properties or 
ownerships that are too small to remain viable on their own.” The Final EIR argues that current 
zoning and “minimum parcel size requirements (100 acres)” will provide “a certain level of 
protection against systematic fragmentation of large ranches into small, non-viable land 
holdings.” (Final EIR at 4.1-12) However, the protection afforded by this property’s AG II-100 
zoning demonstrates that zoning alone is not adequate to protect the agriculture value of this 
property.  Absent certainty that Rancho La Laguna will continue to remain in agriculture, the 
proposed subdivision should be denied.  
 

While the Alliance believes that the point ratings in the County’s Threshold Manual are 
somewhat subjective, and therefore not necessarily an accurate assessment of a property's 
agricultural viability, the economic factors discussed herein, in reality, play a much more 
significant role in the long term economic viability of these parcels for agriculture, should the 
Project be approved.  The Final EIR acknowledges that the “development of residential estates 
within rural agricultural areas of the county has the potential to set a precedent by encouraging 
further residential estate development in the vicinity and discouraging continued investment in 
agriculture through the domino effect and introduction of incompatible uses and the conflicts 
they create.” (Final EIR at 4.2-31) However, the Final EIR then falls flat stating that it is 

                                                            
7 Santa Barbara Multiple Listing Service (April 13, 2016). 
8 Santa Barbara County Board of Supervisors Findings re Mission Oaks Ranch, TM 14,315 (May 23, 1995), 
attached hereto. Page 8. 
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“speculative” to suggest that this is the case. (Final EIR at 4.1-12; see also Final EIR at 4.2-31)  
Rather, the EIR makes the argument that “while estate-style residential development is likely to 
occur within the Third and Fifth Districts, it is expected that agricultural uses would continue and 
sufficient land would continue to be available for agriculture.” (Final EIR at 4.2-32; emphasis 
added) This conclusion is simply not supported by the evidence in the record, and it is countered 
by the County Findings for Denial of the similar Mission Oaks Ranch project in 1995.9   

 
The Final EIR claims that “there is the potential for the rural character of the area to be 

adversely affected by the introduction of estate-style residences,” but “this does not equate to a 
physical effect on the area’s agricultural productivity or ability to remain agriculturally viable.” 
(Final EIR at 9-371) The Final EIR states that “it is expected that agricultural uses would 
continue and sufficient land would be available for agriculture.” (Id.) “This expectation is based 
on the underlying agricultural Comprehensive Plan and zoning designations,” “as well as the 
prevalence of Williamson Act Contracts.” (Id.) This reasoning is belied by the fact that this 
property – which is zoned Agriculture - opted to non-renew its Williamson Act Contract in 
advance of the proposed subdivision, and to subdivide the property for residential estates, and in 
doing so set a precedent for similar non-renewals. 

 
At this time, Rancho La Laguna is truly an agricultural operation.  What the applicant 

proposes will take this agricultural operation with a few agricultural buildings and a small 
amount of residential use (one house and a cabin) on it and turn it into a residential subdivision 
of significant size in this extremely rural corner of the county.   
 
 In addition, the Project will introduce land uses which may undermine the integrity of the 
existing agricultural operation.  For instance, roaming dogs belonging to future lot owners may 
cause cattle to run or stampede, or may attack calves.  Fences and roads may impair livestock 
movement.  Despite Mitigation Measures B-2(b) and B-2(c) (Final EIR at 4.4-77 -78), which 
will be difficult if not impossible to enforce, non-native pest plants introduced by RDE 
landscaping can escape into grazing lands interfering with their ability to support cattle.  Despite 
Measure B-2(b), which may be impossible to enforce, residents may plant landscaping which 
could include invasive species (e.g., pampas grass, invasive erosion control seed mixes, invasive 
wildflower seed mixes), or may unintentionally import invasive plants or pest insects (e.g., in 
potted plants purchased at nurseries and driven to the future RDEs) which could adversely affect 
the quality of forage for cattle, or could become pests on croplands. 
 

Other examples exist, such as the Varian Ranch APD in San Luis Obispo County, where 
owners that were not agriculturalists came into an area and were not only – on average – 
unsuccessful with agriculture, but also raised issues for the tenant rancher, Jack Varian, because 
the new residential uses conflicted with ranching operations. The County’s Ag Buffer Ordinance 
does not apply on this site (Final EIR at 4.2-14), so conflicts between agriculture and residential 
                                                            
9 Although the Responses to Comments in the Final EIR differentiate Mission Oaks from Rancho La Laguna on the 
ground that Mission Oaks involved property under Williamson Act contract, in fact Rancho La Laguna was also in 
Williamson Act contract and was non-renewed to support this subdivision proposal. In both situations, the viability 
of the Williamson Act program would be undermined by the proposed subdivision. Moreover, the Mission Oaks 
subdivision was also found to be inconsistent with the County’s Comprehensive Plan and to be growth-inducing. 
Such concerns apply to the Rancho La Laguna application as well. 
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uses, such as noises, dust, and odors, may become nuisances and impair agriculture.  The RDEs 
are located immediately adjacent to active grazing and crop lands. RDEs 3, 5, 6 and 7 are located 
immediately adjacent to areas of cultivation.  RDE 5 is located on the western property line and 
so it poses these impacts and other land use conflicts with offsite agricultural operations.  

 
These concerns were raised by agriculturalists regarding the similar Mission Oaks Ranch 

project which was denied due to conflicts with Agricultural Element in 1995.  Specific concerns 
pertained to the effects of scattered homes and fences interfering with movement of cattle, 
trespass, poaching, wildfires, and damage to fencing.10 

 
 Finally, like the Mission Oaks Ranch project, the Project may also induce growth on 
nearby ranches by improving and/or extending roads which approach property lines and which 
could be extended further to serve residential development on adjacent ranches to the north or 
west. The access road and RDE for Lot 5 would intersect the western property line abutting an 
adjacent agricultural operation, and could remove an obstacle to growth and be utilized to foster 
estate/ranchette development on the adjacent property.  The Project may eliminate impediments 
to development on nearby agricultural properties through extension and improvement of roads. 
These significant concerns may interfere with future agriculture in conflict with Policy I.A, and 
were significant concerns with the Mission Oaks Ranch subdivision which was denied due to 
conflicts with agriculture in 1995.11   
 

In the concluding paragraph regarding Impact AG-3, the Draft EIR found that Impact 
AG-3 is “potentially significant due to the potential for future residential development adjacent 
to agricultural areas to result in conflicts that require the modification of agricultural practices in 
a manner that impacts productivity.” (Draft EIR at 4.2-26) While the Final EIR appears to track 
many changes with strike-through (deletions) and bold font (additions), the concluding paragraph 
and the conclusion of a “potentially significant” impact to agriculture was deleted from the Final 
EIR without tracked changes. The new conclusion is that Impact AG-3 is “less than significant.” 
(Final EIR at 4.2-29, 30) As a result of the Final EIR purporting to track changes but then 
deleting significant conclusions without tracking changes, the public is forced to compare the full 
text of the Draft EIR and Final EIR side-by-side to identify all changes, which places an 
unreasonable burden on the public.  The Final EIR must be corrected to track all changes 
consistently, and the Draft EIR’s concluding paragraph stating that Impact AG-3 is “potentially 
significant” should be reinserted. 
 

The Final EIR’s analysis of cumulative impacts is similarly inadequate because it relies 
on the determination that the Project itself would not result in significant impacts to agriculture. 
(Final EIR at 4.4-30 – 4.2-32)  This finding is erroneous because the Project will cause 
significant impacts to agriculture as discussed above.  The conclusion that the Project does not 
contribute considerably to cumulative impacts to agriculture is also flawed because it focusses on 
buildout of the Comprehensive Plan, including the physical impacts of the construction of 
principally permitted single-family residences on agriculturally zoned parcels, while failing to 
adequately address the precedent set by subdivision of agricultural land into smaller parcels and 

                                                            
10 Santa Barbara County Board of Supervisors’ Findings for Mission Oak Ranch, supra. 
11 Id. Page 7. 
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the resulting increase in the price of raw land.  This increase makes it infeasible, or less feasible 
and/or unprofitable for ranchers and farmers to buy or lease land for agricultural use. While the 
Final EIR at 4.2-26 finds that “current zoning and land use designations in the Third and Fifth 
Districts, including the project site itself, provide a certain level of protection against systematic 
fragmentation of large ranches into small, nonviable landholdings,” the EIR fails to address the 
increased price per acre caused by subdivision of large ranches, and the indirect effect of this 
increase on adjacent and nearby agriculture discussed above. Instead the Final EIR states that 
“the commenter does not explain how the sale price of future residences would undermine 
agricultural use.” (Final EIR at 9-372) The greater the economic value of land, the less likely it is 
for a farmer or a rancher to be able to buy or lease it and make a profit from agriculture.  When 
parcel values increase in an area, it has the effect of driving up nearby parcel values.  Instead of 
addressing these indirect effects, the Final EIR focusses exclusively on the direct “physical 
effect” of subdivision, and not the indirect impact of increasing land values pricing agriculture 
out of the area.  

 
 2. Biological Resources 
 
The analysis of potential impacts to biological resources suffers from the incomplete 

Project Description. It is impossible to determine what the full scope of impacts may be without 
identification of the location of development, including the roads, infrastructure, residences and 
employee residences. In addition, as noted above, the failure to completely assess the 
Environmental Setting undermines the accuracy of the impact analysis. 

 
In addition, the Final EIR still appears to apply the incorrect definition of native 

grasslands, and as a result likely overlooks significant areas of native grasslands and potential 
impacts.   The Final EIR analyzes and discloses potential impacts to 1.2 acres of native 
grasslands within the RDEs. (Final EIR at 4.4-74)   The County defines native grasslands as: “an 
area where native grassland species comprise 10 percent or more of the total relative cover.”12  
The definition in the County’s Thresholds and Guidelines Manual also states that, “for example, 
where a high density of small patches occur in an area of one acre, the whole acre should be 
delineated if native grassland species comprise 10% or more of the total relative cover, rather 
than merely delineating the patches that would sum to less than one acre.”13 The Final EIR notes 
that, in addition to purple needlegrass, additional plant species characteristic of native grasslands 
also occur in the native purple needlegrass grasslands onsite:  

 
“These grassland areas have diagnostic presence of native herbs and grasses, and at least 
10 percent cover of purple needlegrass (Stipa pulchra) and other native grassland species. 
Common native herbs in these grasslands include sky lupine (Lupinus nanus), California 
aster (Corethrogyne filaginifolia), fascicled tarplant, peppergrass (Lepidium nitidum), 
popcorn flower (Plagiobothrys sp.), poison sanicle (Sanicula bipinnata), plantain 
(Plantago erecta), and farewell to spring (Clarkia sp.).” (Final EIR at 9-348; see also 4.4-
15)   
 

                                                            
12 County Thresholds and Guidelines Manual at 31, attached hereto. 
13 Id. 
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The Final EIR added “and other native grassland species” to the above passage and hence 
seemed to clarify that areas with greater than10% relative cover of both native grass species and 
other characteristic native grassland species combined are mapped as native grasslands. (Final 
EIR at 9-346 – 9-348) “Native grassland species” is a broader category of plant species than just 
one species of native grass, and includes other non-grass plant species typically found in 
California native grasslands.14  The County’s CEQA Thresholds and Guidelines Manual 
definition of “native grasslands” cites to Todd Keeler-Wolf with the California Department of 
Fish and Wildlife’s (“CDFW”) Vegetation Classification and Mapping Unit.  EDC and the 
Alliance checked with this expert regarding the proper way to apply the 10% relative cover 
“membership rule” for purple needlegrass grasslands.  Keeler-Wolf confirmed that the 10% 
relative cover threshold is applied to “native grassland species” including both native grasses and 
herbs characteristic of native grasslands, not merely to the dominant native grass.15  

 
However, Final EIR Appendix D states that native grasslands were identified where only 

native grass species (excluding other native grassland species) exceed 10% relative cover. (Final 
EIR Appendix D at PDF pages 371 and 372) This significant discrepancy in the Final EIR’s 
definition of native grasslands makes it difficult or impossible for the public to determine 
whether native grasslands were properly characterized in the Final EIR as areas with at least 10% 
relative cover of native grassland species (as opposed to merely native grass species).  

 
In addition, the Final EIR does not appear to correctly apply the County or State 

definition of native grassland with regard to small patches.  Specifically, it is unclear whether the 
Final EIR mapped high densities of small patches of native grasslands together, where combined 
the patches exceed .25 acres and 10% relative cover within one acre, and mapped the whole acre 
as native grassland. Finally, the Final EIR does not disclose the acreage of native grasslands 
impacted by, for instance, access roads, outside of the RDEs. (Final EIR at 4.4-74) As a result, 
the Final EIR likely understates the extent of native grasslands and thus potential impacts and 
policy inconsistencies. 

 
As noted below, the Project violates the County’s protections for oak trees and oak 

woodland habitat. This resource is incredibly valuable to the County and is afforded special 
protections in the County’s Comprehensive Plan and Deciduous Oak Tree Protection and 
Regeneration Ordinance. The Project would negatively affect oak trees and oak woodland habitat 
by eliminating up to 7.9 acres of live oak woodland, and 9.7 aces of valley oak woodland, 
including an undisclosed number of specimen oak trees. (Final EIR at 4.4-74) 

 
 3. Land Use 
 

 The EIR fails to disclose all of the Project’s inconsistencies with the County’s 
Comprehensive Plan, including policies in the Land Use, Agricultural and Conservation 

                                                            
14 Letter from Elizabeth Painter, Ph.D. Plant Ecologist, to Santa Barbara County Planning Commission regarding 
Santa Barbara Ranch FEIR (July 17, 2008), attached hereto. 
15 Email from Todd Keeler-Wolf, CDFW Vegetation Classification and Mapping Unit Senior Vegetation Ecologist, 
email to Brian Trautwein, EDC (March 18, 2016), attached hereto. 
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Elements.16  For example, the following policy inconsistencies were not disclosed in the Final 
EIR: 
 

 Land Use Element Regional Goal - Agriculture 
 

 The Comprehensive Plan states that “In the rural areas, cultivated agriculture shall be 
preserved and, where conditions allow, expansion and intensification should be supported. Lands 
with both prime and non-prime soils shall be reserved for agricultural uses.”17 The Project would 
violate this policy by reducing the size of the parcels, impairing the capacity for combined 
farming (Final EIR at 4.2-21), creating conflicts between residential and agricultural uses (e.g., 
future lot owners’ dogs harassing cattle) (Final EIR at 4.2-30), and decreasing the likelihood that 
the Ranch will be reserved for agricultural uses. The Final EIR admits that fallowing may result 
from the subdivision but fails to analyze the resulting inconsistency with the Land Use Element. 
(See, for example, Final EIR at 4-2-30, 9-370, and 6-4) 
 

The Final EIR and Staff Report find consistency with this goal, based in large part on the 
size of the subdivided parcels and the County’s weighted point system. What these documents 
ignore, however, is the emphasis in the Land Use and Agricultural Elements on avoiding 
“parcelization” of agricultural land. Within the Agriculture Element, for example, under Issues 
and Concerns, the Plan highlights the concern the County has in regards to the impacts caused by 
parcelization of agricultural land. The Agricultural Element states that although a proposed 
project may not include the conversion of agricultural land to an urban use, the division of 
agriculture parcels into smaller parcel size may leave them uneconomically viable.18 Because the 
proposed Rancho La Laguna Project will drastically decrease the parcel sizes, there is potential 
for impacts to viability of the land especially in terms of cattle grazing. This type of concern is 
pointed out in the County’s Plan regarding the Santa Ynez Valley, which is known historically for 
its cattle grazing capability, by asserting that the Valley’s cattleman are alarmed about the 
parcelization of land into inefficient sizes.19   

 
 Agricultural Element Goal I 

 
The intention of the Agriculture Element within Santa Barbara County’s Comprehensive 

Plan is to ensure the protection of agricultural lands as a fundamental component of the County’s 
resources.  Goal I states, “Santa Barbara County shall assure and enhance the continuation of 
agriculture as a major viable production industry in Santa Barbara County.” Subdividing the land 
into smaller parcels that may lead to fallowing will not assure and enhance the continuation of 
agriculture and is inconsistent with the Plan.  

The Final EIR recognizes the potential for fallowing, but disingenuously finds that 
fallowing is not considered a conversion of agricultural land and thus fallowing does not 
constitute an impact or Plan inconsistency. (Final EIR at 9-368) In fact, long term fallowing does 

                                                            
16 See CEQA Guidelines § 15125(d); Appendix G(IX)(B). 
17 Land Use Element at page 67. 
18 Agricultural Element at page 26. 
19 Agricultural Element at page 24. 
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conflict with and undermine the County’s goal of assuring the continuation of agriculture as a 
major viable production industry.  

 Agricultural Element Policy I.A.  
 

 At our request, the County added this policy to the Final EIR. This policy requires that 
“[t]he integrity of agricultural operations shall not be violated by recreational or other non-
compatible uses.” As explained above, the Project violates Policy I.A because it would subdivide 
one agricultural holding into thirteen parcels designed to residential standards, convert a current 
viable agricultural operation into fragmented agricultural lands separated by residential uses or 
related infrastructure, introduce potential right-to-farm issues with siting of residential 
envelopes/enclaves adjacent to active farmed areas, reduce available water for agriculture uses, 
and introduce growth-inducing impacts by increasing land values of the site and surrounding 
agricultural lands, which could undermine agricultural operations on adjacent and nearby 
parcels.  Accordingly, the Project is inconsistent with this policy.  
 

 Agricultural Element Policy I.D. 
 

 This policy provides that “[t]he use of the Williamson Act (Agricultural Preserve 
Program) shall be strongly encouraged and supported.  The County shall also explore and 
support other agricultural land protection programs.” As noted above, this Project is directly tied 
to the non-renewal of thirteen Williamson Act contracts and could encourage other ranchers to 
take similar action. Therefore, the Project is inconsistent with this policy. Even if the Project 
contemplates re-enrollment for five parcels, our comments above note the speculative nature of 
this proposal and the fact that the new parcels may not be viable or used for continued 
agricultural purposes. Furthermore, there is nothing in the Final EIR’s mitigation measures that 
requires such re-enrollment. 
 

 Agriculture Element Policy I.G. 
 
 This policy states that “[s]ustainable agricultural practices on agriculturally designated 
land should be encouraged in order to preserve the long-term health and viability of the soil.” 
The Project would not preserve the long-term health and viability of soils destroyed for 
development of residences and infrastructure.   

 
With no Agricultural Conservation Easement and with application for Williamson Act 

protection proposed, but not required, for only five lots (Final EIR at 4.2-20), future agriculture 
on the site could be significantly diminished.  The Final EIR finds that if a future lot owner(s) 
were to “discontinue agricultural use,” that would be tantamount to “fallowing” that lot(s), and 
because fallowing land is a common agricultural practice, discontinuance of agriculture on a 
lot(s) would not be considered a non-agricultural use. (Final EIR at 4.2-23 and 9-370)  However, 
fallowing is a temporary agricultural activity involving resting land between agricultural uses or 
crops, while discontinuing agriculture may be a permanent change in land use.  
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 Agricultural Element Goal II, Policy II.A., Policy II.B, Policy II. D, Policy III.A 
 
 This goal and related policies are intended to protect agriculture from urban conflicts. As 
discussed above, introducing more residences, domestic animals, and other related uses will 
create conflicts with continued agriculture, whether it be grazing or farming.  

 
These policies were included in the Agricultural Element after considerable concern was 

raised by agriculturalists during the Agricultural Element hearings on the issue of how new 
development, urban uses, and trails can affect on-going agricultural operations.20 Specific 
concerns raised include increased potential for trespass, poaching, wildfires, damage to fencing, 
and the related effects on long-term productive agricultural use of lands.21   

 
Goal II, Policy II.A and Policy III.A are intended to protect agriculturally-zoned lands 

from urban uses and activities. The Final EIR finds consistency with Goal II, Policy II.B, and 
Policy III.A as follows: “The proposed subdivision and future residential development would not 
be considered an urban use,” which is defined in the Land Use Element as “residential 
development at a density greater than one unit per five acres.” (Final EIR at 4.2-21; see also 
Final EIR at 9-375 and Appendix H)   

 
The County, however, denied the Mission Oaks Ranch Subdivision – including densities 

of less than one unit per one hundred acres –based on inconsistency with Agricultural Element 
Goal II and Policy II.B, because the Mission Oaks project would include “urban” development 
on rural agricultural lands.22  The County found that, “The Land Use Element definitions of 
Urban and Rural Areas do not preclude analyses of how projects within a Rural Area may 
include urban types of uses and urban influences.”23 (Emphasis added.)  The County further 
found that: 

 
“The language of the policy does not limit its application to urban influences from 
Urban Areas.  In fact, because most of the County’s agricultural land occurs 
within Rural Areas, such an assumption would essentially limit application of this 
policy to 1) direct effects on Rural Area agricultural lands where they are 
immediately adjacent to Urban Areas, 2) indirect effects of Urban Areas on 
distant agricultural lands in the Rural Area, or 3) the small number of agricultural 
parcels located within the Urban Area.”24   
 
Under the Final EIR’s proposed narrow interpretation, projects which propose to 

subdivide and develop agricultural land into ranchettes or estates would be exempt from these 
important Agricultural Element goals and policies, allowing substantial urban-type uses to 
displace agriculture.  Such a narrow interpretation and limited application of Goal II and Policy 
II.A would fail to protect the vast majority of and the most significant areas of agriculture in the 

                                                            
20 Santa Barbara County Board of Supervisors’ Findings for Mission Oak Ranch, supra. 
21 Id. 
22 Id. 
23 Id. at page 3. 
24 Id. 
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County, and would be inconsistent with both the County’s intent in adopting these Agricultural 
Element policies, and with the County’s prior application of this policy. 

 
Policy II.D of the Agriculture Element states that “conversion of highly productive 

agricultural lands whether urban or rural, shall be discouraged. The County shall support 
programs which encourage the retention of highly productive agricultural lands.” If the division 
of parcel size will lead to fallowing of the viable agriculture land, this is not consistent with the 
policy and does not encourage the retention of productive agriculture land.  

 Grading: Land Use Element - Hillside and Watershed Protection Policies 1, 2 and 3 
 

 Policy 1 provides that “Plans for development shall minimize cut and fill operations. 
Plans requiring excessive cutting and filling may be denied if it is determined that the 
development could be carried out with less alteration of the natural terrain.” Hillside and 
Watershed Protection Policy 2 states that “All developments shall be designed to fit the site 
topography, soils, geology, hydrology, and any other existing conditions and be oriented so that 
grading and other site preparation is kept to an absolute minimum. Natural features, landforms, 
and native vegetation, such as trees, shall be preserved to the maximum extent feasible. Areas of 
the site which are not suited to development because of known soil, geologic, flood, erosion or 
other hazards shall remain in open space.” Hillside and Watershed Protection Policy 3 requires 
that “For necessary grading operations on hillsides, the smallest practical area of land shall be 
exposed at any one time during development and the length of exposure shall be kept to the 
shortest practicable amount of time. The clearing of land should be avoided during the winter 
rainy season and all measures for removing sediments and stabilizing slopes should be in place 
before the beginning of the rainy season.” 

 
The Final EIR finds consistency with Policies 1 and 2 as follows: “grading would not be 

excessive because the residential development envelopes do not contain steep slopes, unstable 
areas, or flood zones, and the proposed access roadways and utility alignments have been 
designed to minimize grading while meeting safety requirements (i.e. turning radius, roadway 
slope) for site access.” (Final EIR at 9-356; see also Final EIR Appendix H)   However, the 
Project involves grading of 10,997 cubic yards for the water infrastructure alone. (Final EIR at 2-
14) “An estimated 23,023 cubic yards of grading would be required for access roads, including 
for retaining walls up to 12 feet in height along the private driveway for proposed Lot 10.” (Final 
EIR at 4.7-19) This is a substantial amount of grading in an area largely covered by high 
landslide hazards, and therefore the Project is inconsistent with Policies 1 and 2. 

 
With regards to Policy 2, the Project is not designed to fit the site topography, soils and 

geology because it includes numerous lots accessed by roads which may exceed 15% slope 
(Final EIR at 9-65) and which include retaining walls of up to 12 feet; several lots and access 
roads are proposed high up in the steep San Rafael Mountains which reach 2,529 feet above sea 
level on the Project site. (Final EIR at 4.7-1) Additionally, the majority of the site has a high 
potential for landslides, and “the entire project site, except for the valley floor of Foxen Canyon, 
has a high potential for landslides.” (Final EIR at 4.7-18)  Analysis of Impact G-4 regarding 
landslides finds that the RDEs would not be located over areas with a high potential for 
landslides (id.); however, the analysis omits analysis of landslide impacts related to the 
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approximately ten miles of access roads on the site.  The access roads would cross soil types with 
moderate to severe erosion potential. (Final EIR Figure 4.7-1 at 4.7-5 and Final EIR Figure 4.4-1 
at 4.4-3)  

 
The Final EIR notes that grading cut and fill can be balanced onsite. However, it is a very 

large site (almost 4,000 acres) which ranges from 1,060 feet to 2,529 feet in elevation. (Final EIR 
at 4.7-1) A considerable amount of grading will be for access roads to the upper lots, such as Lot 
10 which requires a twelve-foot retaining wall. Given this, soil will likely need to be transported 
considerable distance up and down the mountain in order to balance cut and fill onsite. Grading 
and site alteration can be minimized by eliminating the upper lots, but the Project could remove 
17.6 acres of oak woodland (Final EIR at 4.4-74). Such extensive removal of oak trees and oak 
woodlands clearly violates Policy 2 which requires that, “Natural features, landforms, and native 
vegetation, such as trees, shall be preserved to the maximum extent feasible.” 

 
The Final EIR’s analysis of consistency with Policies 1, 2 and 3 presumes that all thirteen 

lots and RDEs must be created. Given this assumption, the Final EIR finds that the Project has 
been designed to minimize erosion while meeting safety requirements. (Final EIR at 9-36) 
However, lots higher up on the mountain, such as Lot 10, are served by steeper access roads 
which traverse areas with landslide hazards, and which require retaining walls up to twelve feet 
tall.  The Project could reduce the amount of grading for access roads and utilities, and 
potentially achieve consistency with the Hillside and Watershed Protection Policies 1, 2 and 3 by 
eliminating lots proposed higher up on the mountainside.  

 
 Conservation Element – Native Grasslands 

 
 The Conservation Element provides that “Because of the rarity of native grasses, areas 
where they occur should be preserved. It is recommended that these areas should be subjected 
only to carefully regulated scientific study.”25 This provision of the Conservation Element was 
also added to the Final EIR at our request. The Project would result in the destruction of native 
grasslands for purposes other than scientific study, including up to 1.2 acres in RDEs and 
potentially more acreage along the road corridor. (Final EIR at 4.4-74; see also Final EIR at 9-
360) The Final EIR’s Response to Comment 8-15 finds the Project consistent with this Policy by 
finding that, “the language that the commenter references in the Conservation Element is a 
general recommendation for avoiding impacts to native grasslands. The Conservation Element 
does not include any adopted policies prohibiting impacts to native grasslands or removal of 
native grasslands.” (Final EIR at 9-360; emphasis added.) This Response ignores the intent and 
clear recommendation of the Conservation Element. Just because a policy is written as a 
recommendation does not obviate its importance. 

 
 
 
 

                                                            
25 Conservation Element at page 130; see also Conservation Element at page 157: “An Interim Implementation 
Policy - The County should evaluate each of these recommendations in preparing environmental impact reports, in 
order to ensure that adequate consideration is given to preserving ecological communities.”  
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 Conservation Element – Streams 
 

 The Conservation Element identifies a 100-foot creek buffer which can minimize the 
impacts of new development on streams: “We estimate that as little as 100 feet on either side of a 
stream could provide a good deal of protection to the stream, although this width would have to 
be increased where the slope of the land is significant.”26   
 

The Conservation Element stream setback provision was added to the Final EIR at our 
request.  The Project includes approximately 14 road crossings of drainages and streams.27 (Final 
EIR Figure 4.4-3 at 4.4-19)  In addition, access roads follow onsite streams and drainages for 
approximately 2 miles primarily with buffers apparently less than 100 feet. (Final EIR at 4.4-19)  
While some of the access roads would be along existing unimproved roads, the Project proposes 
to improve and pave roads and creek crossings. (Final EIR at 2-9)  Therefore, the development of 
improved access roads will not accommodate the Conservation Element’s 100-foot creek buffer, 
and the Project is therefore inconsistent with the County Comprehensive Plan’s Conservation 
Element.   

 
The Final EIR omits the Conservation Element’s Interim Interpretation Policy on page 

157 which requires County EIRs to consider the Conservation Element’s provisions, including 
the 100-foot creek setback. While the Final EIR now briefly mentions the Conservation Element 
provision for streams, it does not attempt to increase the creek setback or disclose the proposed 
creek setback. (See e.g., Mitigation Measure B-3(a) Avoidance of Impacts to Drainages at 4.4-
80) Therefore, the Final EIR does not adequately consider the Conservation Element stream 
setback provision and is in conflict with the adopted Conservation Element’s Interim 
Implementation Policy. 

 
 Oak Trees, Woodlands and Savanna: Conservation Element - Oak Tree Protection 

in the Inland Rural Areas of Santa Barbara County 
 

 Oak Tree Protection Policy 1 provides that “Native oak trees, native oak woodlands and 
native oak savannas shall be protected to the maximum extent feasible in the County’s rural 
and/or agricultural lands. Regeneration of oak trees shall be encouraged. Because of the limited 
range and increasing scarcity of valley oak trees, valley oak woodlands and valley oak savanna, 
special priority shall be given to their protection and regeneration.” As noted above, the Project 
is inconsistent with this policy because it will eliminate up to 9.7 acres of rare valley oak 
woodland, and up to 7.9 acres of coast live oak woodland, including an undisclosed number of 
the 537 oak trees on the Project site. (Final EIR at 4.4-74; see also 4.4-83)  

 
 In sum, the Project violates a number of Comprehensive Plan policies, including policies 
and provisions for the protection of agriculture, oak trees, streams, landforms and native 
grasslands.  

 

                                                            
26 Conservation Element at page 141. 
27 The EIR identifies 8 creek crossings but Figure 4.4-3 appears to show 14. 
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D. The Final EIR Fails to Evaluate Alternatives that are Consistent with County 
Policies and Avoid or Substantially Lessen Project Impacts. 

 
The Project as proposed will violate the Comprehensive Plan and cause significant 

impacts to agriculture, land use and biological resources.  Accordingly, the consideration of 
alternatives is critical to ensure that such impacts are avoided or substantially lessened.  (CEQA 
Guidelines § 15126.6)  The Final EIR is deficient for constraining the range of alternatives with 
an overly narrow Project Objective defined as subdividing the Project site into thirteen legal lots 
with RDEs. (Final EIR at 2-4) This narrow Project Objective violates the mandate of CEQA that 
objectives be defined broadly enough to allow consideration of a range of reasonable 
alternatives. (CEQA Guidelines § 15126.6)  In fact, this narrow Objective did lead staff to reject 
the only other two alternatives as infeasible. (See Staff Report at 10, 11) 

II. The Project Must Be Denied. 

 The Project must be denied because it is inconsistent with the County’s Comprehensive 
Plan. (Government Code §§ 66473.5, 66474; Neighborhood Action Group v. County of 
Calaveras, 156 Cal.App.3d 1176, 1187 (1984); City of Carmel-by-the-Sea v. Board of 
Supervisors, 137 Cal.App.3d 964, 997 (1982).) In addition, the significant impacts to agriculture 
and biological resources would permanently alter the unique characteristics of this important 
ranch and threaten the viability of not only Rancho La Laguna, but also surrounding farms and 
ranches. The Project would establish a precedent that undermines the scenic rural character of 
the Santa Ynez Valley. Therefore, the Project must be denied. 
 
Conclusion 

In closing, the Final EIR is inadequate with regards to the Project Description, 
Environmental Setting, Impacts Analysis, and Alternatives. Impacts to agriculture, native 
grasslands, streams, and oak trees are not considered in light of relevant Conservation Element, 
Agricultural Element and Land Use Element goals and policies.  The Project itself must be 
denied because the Final EIR cannot be certified and because the Project is inconsistent with the 
County’s Comprehensive Plan. 

 
Thank you for your attention to these comments.  
 
    Sincerely, 

   
    Linda Krop, 

  Chief Counsel 
 

   
  Brian Trautwein, 
  Environmental Analyst / Watershed Program Coordinator 
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Exhibits: 
 
A - County Thresholds and Guidelines Manual at A-5, A-7. 
B – Excerpts from Mission Oaks EIR, Staff Report and Findings. (May 23, 1995)  
C - Letter from Elizabeth Painter, Ph.D. Plant Ecologist, to Santa Barbara County Planning Commission 
regarding Santa Barbara Ranch FEIR (July 17, 2008). 
D - Email from Todd Keeler-Wolf, CDFW Vegetation Classification and Mapping Unit Senior 
Vegetation Ecologist, email to Brian Trautwein, EDC (March 18, 2016). 
 
cc: Santa Ynez Valley Alliance 
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BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 
AGENDA LETTER 

 
Clerk of the Board of Supervisors 
105 E. Anapamu Street, Suite 407 

Santa Barbara, CA  93101 
(805) 568-2240 

Agenda Number:  

 

Department Name: Plannning and 
Development 

Department No.: 053 
For Agenda Of: November 21, 2006 
Placement: Administrative 
Estimate Time: 5 minutes 
Continued Item: NO 
If Yes, date from:       
Vote Required: No Vote Required   

 

TO: Board of Supervisors� 
FROM: Department Director(s)  John Baker, Director 

Planning and Development 
 Contact Info:  Zoraida Abresch, Deputy Director, (934-6585) 

Development Review - North County 
SUBJECT: Rancho La Laguna/Rancho San Juan, Santa Maria 
 

County Counsel Concurrence: Auditor-Controller Concurrence: 
As to form:  Yes      No      N/A     As to form:  Yes      No     N/A   

Other Concurrence: N/A  
As to form:  Yes      No      N/A  
 

Recommended Action(s):

That the Board of Supervisors: 
 
Set hearing on November 21, 2006 at the request of Mark Manion, Price, Postel and Parma LLP for Rancho La 
Laguna and Rancho San Juan, to consider Case No. 06AGP-00000-00028, for nonrenewal of an existing 
agricultural preserve contract. 
 
A. Accept the request for nonrenewal of Agricultural Preserve 67-AP-003, and;  
 
B. Execute the attached Notice of Nonrenewal by the County Land Conservation Contract for Assessor’s 

Parcel Nos. 133-050-014, 133-060-028, 133-080-026, -036, and -037, and 133-110-063, located south of 
the intersection of Alisos Canyon and Foxen Canyon Roads, in the Santa Maria area, Third Supervisorial 
District. (SET ON ADMINISTRATIVE AGENDA FOR DECEMBER 5, 2006) 

 
Summary:

 
On November 3, 2006 the Agricultural Preserve Advisory Committee acknowledged the request of a landowner 
not to renew due to different ownerships and issues regarding obtaining certificate of compliances of an 
Agricultural Preserve (67-AP-003). Nonrenewal of the contract will become effective December 31, 2006.  The 
subject property has been in an agricultural preserve (67-AP-003) since January 1, 1968.  The site is 
approximately 7,931.67 acres and is used for row crops and cattle grazing. 
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Background:

Section 51245 of the Government Code provides that if either the landowner or the County desires in any year not 
to renew an agricultural preserve contract, that party shall serve written notice of nonrenewal of the contract upon 
the other party in advance of the annual renewal date of the contract.  The Agricultural Preserve Advisory 
Committee's position is that while it does not encourage removal of property from preserve status, it recognizes 
that pursuant to the Uniform Rules of the County's Agricultural Preserve Program, nonrenewal is an accepted 
method for terminating a contract when the landowner chooses to withdraw from the program. 
 
Fiscal and Facilities Impacts:

Budgeted:  Yes      No 
Fiscal Analysis: 

Narrative: 
The costs associated with processing this replacement contract are offset by the $1,326.00 processing fee required 
to be paid by the applicant per the Planning & Development adopted fee schedule. 
 
Permit revenues are budgeted in the Permitting & Compliance Program of the Development Review, North 
Division on Page D-296 of the adopted 2006 – 2007 fiscal year budget. 
 

Staffing Impact(s): 

Legal Positions: FTEs: 
N/A       

Special Instructions:

Please distribute copies of the recorded contract with attached legal descriptions and copies of the Board of 
Supervisors Minute Order as follows: 
 
 P&D       Contract, Map 
 Assessor      Contract, Map 
 Surveyor      Contract 
 Clerk       Contract 
 Rancho San Juan, Inc.     Contract, Map 
 115 East Micheltorena Street, Suite 200 
 Santa Barbara CA 93101 
 

Attachments:

 
1. Agricultural Preserve Contract 
2. Legal Description 
3. Vicinity Map 
 

Authored by:  

Florence Trotter-Cadena, Planner III, 805-934-6253 
Development Review Division – North, Planning and Development Department 
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